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nts, say X1, . . . ,Xn, placed independently on the unit interval [0, 1] according to 
istribution function F. Two nodes communicate with each other if their distance 
iven transmission range ρ > 0. We define the critical transmission range Rn as the 
ion range such that the nodes X1, . . . ,Xn form a connected graph (under the 
y implied by the ability of nodes to communicate). Since the distribution of Rn is 
le, we are interested in developing an asymptotic theory for Rn as n becomes 
eterministic sequence ρ* : N0→R+ such that the ratio Rn/ρ*n converges to some 

 in an appropriate sense. When available, such results suggest ρ*nL as a proxy or 
Rn.  

iscussion under the assumption that F admits a continuous density f. We identify 
ifferent cases, namely f* > 0 and f* = 0 with f* = inf (f(x), x ∈ [0, 1]). In each case, 
on the form of ρ*n and L. In the process we make contact with the existence and 
thresholds for the property of graph connectivity in the underlying geometric 
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